Name:_______________________ Sec.__________Roll No.________
Code: A
BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL
EVALUATION –I (2021-2022)
ENGLISH WRITING
CLASS-I
Time: 11/2 hrs.

Max. Marks – 40

Section – A
1.

Answer the following question?
i.

Who went for a walk?

ii.

How was the day?

iii. Why did the clever crow decide to go to the city?

iv. Where did the crow live?

(2x4=8)

2

Writing a paragraph on My School.

5

Section – B
3.

Write the sentences three times in proper cursive
hand writing:

(1x3=3)

Tommy is a dog.

Section: C
Fill in the blanks with ‘a’ or ‘an’ :

4.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Ram helped __________ old man in crossing the road.
Ali is_______________ doctor.
Ravi is ______________ honest man
I bought _____________new car.

(1x4=4)

5.

Tick the correct pronouns:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

6

(1x4=4)

Mr. Brown is a driver. He/she drives our school bus.
Sam has a doll. It /I is pretty.
He/we should keep our school clean.
I / you are an Indian.
Write the feminine gender of the following nouns:
Masculine

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

(1x4=4)

feminine

bull
poet
gentleman
dog

Section: D
7

Write the meaning of the following words:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

8.

clever branch sunny thirst -

Make sentences with the following words:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

(1x4=4)

gardentreerainwater-

(1x4=4)

9.

Write the opposites of the following words:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

tallhappydrygood-

(1x4=4)

CODE: A
BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL
EVALUATION-I [2021-2022]
MATHEMATICS
CLASS- I
1/2
Maximum Marks-50
Time: 1 Hrs.
==================================================
NAME:________________________ SEC:______ ROLL NO: _____

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

SECTION- A (30 Marks)
Skip, count and write the missing numbers:
12, 14, 16, ____, _____
7 , 9 , 11 , ____ , _____
33 , 35 , 37 , ____, ____
24 , 26 , 28 , ____, ____
40 , 42 , 44 , ____, ____

(i)
a.
b
c

Write what comes before and after:
____ 27 ____
____ 18 ____
____ 42 ____

1x3=3

(ii)
a.
b

Write the number between:
19 ____ 21
32 ____ 34

1x2=2

1x5=5

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Put the correct sign (>,<,=):
42 _____ 14
38 _____ 50
17 _____ 17
43 _____ 34
26 _____ 26

1.

2.

3.

1x5=5
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4.
(i)

Addition :
1 2
+
4

(i)

Subtraction :
1
9
9

5.

6.
(i)
(ii)
7.

2x2=4
(ii)

1
+

1
8

2x2=4
(ii)

7
-5

Write the number names:
35 - _____________________________
22 - _____________________________

2x2=4

Story Sum.
A farmer has 12 mango trees and 5 banana trees.
How many trees are there in all?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

3x1=3

SECTION-B
Activity based questions

5
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SECTION-C
8.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Write down the tables given below:
2x3= ________________________
3x4= _________________________
3x10= ________________________
2x9= _________________________
2x12= ________________________

1x5=5

SECTION- D
9.

Solve the mental math:
1x10=10
(i)
_____ comes before 23.
(ii) What comes between 32 and 34?
32 ____ 34
(iii) What comes after 49?
49 _____
(iv) Out of 46, 27,44and 47 the _______ number is the
largest.
(v) _______ is the smallest number out of 12, 11, 13
and 10.
(vi) 7 + 2 = ______
(vii) 2 + 9 = ______
(viii) 6 – 3 = ______
(ix) 8 – 0 = ______
(x) 5 – 1 = ______
=======================================
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CODE : A
BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL
EVALUATION -1[2021-2022]
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
CLASS – I
1
Maximum Marks:50
Time 1 / 2 Hrs.

1.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
2.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.

Name _________________ Sec. ____Roll No._____
======================================
Fill in the blanks:Which is the largest animal _____________.
Name the most intelligent animal_________.
Which is the tallest animal __________.
The sound made by a lion ___________.
A horse makes _________ sound.
A snake makes ____________ sound.
Both fruits & vegetables comes from _________.
Name a fruit good for gums and teeth __________.
The inside of a __________, looks like a brain .
The fruits that keeps us happy and look after our
stomach______________.
Match the following:lion
a. nest
birds
b.pond
duck
c.den
cow
d.puppy
dog
e. kitten
cat
f.calf
TajMahal
g.Delhi
India Gate
h.Hyderabad
Char Minari
i. Kolkata
Victoria Memorial
j. Agra

1X10=10

1X10=10
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3.

Tick the correct answer:i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.

1X10=10

Wild animals live in jungle /house.
Most of the wild animals are flesh/ fruit eaters.
Elephant is a big / small animal.
Monkeys live on trees / land
Our National Flag is triwheel/ tricolour.
Diwali is a festival of colours /lights.
The festival celebrated by the Christians Eid/ Christmas.
Our National fruit is mango/ banana.
2nd October is a National / International festival.
Our National bird is parrot /peacock.
1X10=10

4.

Answer in one word.
i.
What is the sound made by an elephant ?
Ans __________________________________________
ii. Name a vegetable good for your eyesight.
Ans __________________________________________
iii. Which vegetable is used for a healthy heart ?
Ans __________________________________________
iv. What type of a sound is made by a monkey ?
Ans __________________________________________
v. Name a fruit good for your brain ?
Ans __________________________________________
vi. What type of sound is made by a sheep ?
Ans __________________________________________
vii. What is the festival of light ?
Ans __________________________________________
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viii. What is the festival celebrated by the Christians ?
Ans __________________________________________
ix. What is the festival celebrated by the Sikhs ?
Ans __________________________________________
x. What is the festival of Kerala ?
Ans
5.

1X10=10
Fill in the blanks :(School Almanac)
i.
The aim of _________ is to provide the best education
to its pupils.
ii. Students should maintain the ________ of the
classroom and of the school.
iii. Students should _______ the liberty and right of others.
iv. Students should take ________in wearing proper school
uniform.
v. Students should check their ________ everyday.
vi. _________ should be accompanied with green
vegetables daily.
vii. Students are warned not to _______ anything specially
eatables from the street vendors.
viii. All the students must converse in ________ while in
school.
ix. All textbooks and exercise books should be covered
with _______ paper.
x. Colouring of _________ is strictly for bidden .
===============================================
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CODE-A
BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL
EVALUATION-1[2021-2022]
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
CLASS - I
TIME: 1 ½ Hrs.
MAXIMUM MARKS : 50
==============================================
NAME:___________________________ SEC:___ ROLL NO. ____
SECTION-A
1

Fill in the blanks:
i

We have ___________ sense organs.

ii

We can feel objects with our ____________.

iii

Our tongue helps us to __________ food.

iv

We get our food from __________ and
__________.

v

We eat ____________at night.

vi

Some people wear ___________ to work.

vii

We get ___________ from cotton plants.

2

Tick the correct answer:i

Each part of our body performs a (different/same)
function.

ii

We breathe through our (eyes/nose).

1x8=8

½x8=4
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iii

Our body has (many/two)parts.

iv

We get milk and eggs from (plants/animals).

v

We eat(three/five)big meals in a day.

vi

Do not eat(covered/uncovered)food.

vii

We wear(raincoat/sweater)when it rains.

viii

The (washed/unwashed)clothes cause skin
diseases.
Match the following:-

3

½x6=3

i

curd

a. plants

ii

eggs

b. school

iii

raincoat

c.winter

iv

woollen clothes

d. rainy season

v

uniform

e. hen

vi

pulses

f. milk

4

Write True or False:i

Our hands help us to write. __________

ii

We have eight sense organs. __________

½x6=3
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iii

Our legs help us to walk and run. __________

iv

We should wear dirty clothes. _________

v

We wear colourful clothes on special occasions.
___________

vi

We get wool from the cotton plant. __________

5

Answer in one word:
i

How many fingers are there in each hand?

A1.

____________

ii

Which part of our body helps us to smell a flower?

A2.

____________

iii

How many legs do we have?

A3.

_____________

iv

What helps us to digest the food we eat?

A4.

_____________

v

Which meal of the day should not be heavy?

A5.

_____________

vi

What do we use to make butter?

1x10=10
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A6.

_____________

vii

Which animal gives us wool?

A7.

____________

viii

In which season do we wear cotton clothes?

A8.

____________

ix

What type of clothes cause skin diseases?

A9.

____________

x.

Where do we get cotton from?

A10. _____________
6

Answer the following questions:i

2x6=12

Name the five sense organs.

Ans. ________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
ii

How does our neck help us?

Ans. ________________________________________
________________________________________
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________________________________________
iii

Name some food items that help us to grow.

Ans. ________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
iv

How does water help our body?

Ans. ________________________________________
________________________________________
v

How do clothes protect us?

Ans. ________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
vi

Why should we wear clean clothes?

Ans. ________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
Page 5 of 6

SECTION-B (PROJECT-5 MARKS)
SECTION-C (GROUP DISCUSSION-5 MARKS)
========================================
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CODE: A
BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL
EVALUATION- I [2021-2022]
COMPUTER SCIENCE
CLASS- I
1/2
Maximum Marks-40
Time: 1 Hr
==============================================
NAME:_________________________SEC:______ ROLL NO:____
1.

Fill in the blanks.

1x10=10

(i)
(ii)

A computer is a ______________ machine.
A ____________________ keeps food cold and
fresh.
(iii) We can ____________ pictures on a computer.
(iv) Machines make our work ____________ .
(v) A _____________ does the work faster.
(vi) We should always keep the mouse on the
_______________ .
(vii) A computer wire is attached to the
____________.
(viii) A ___________________ is used for printing
information on paper.
(ix) A keyboard has many __________________.
(x) The ____________ is the brain of the computer.

2.

Write True or False.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

1x5=5

Machines are natural things. _______
A computer never gets tired. _______
A mouse is a printing device. _______
A keyboard has only one button. _______
A speaker does not help us to listen to the sound.
_______
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3.

Match the following.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

washes clothes
computer
takes photographs
solve sums

(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)

machine
monitor
UPS
printer
keyboard
CPU

4.

(a)camera
(b)computer
(c)looks like television
(d)Uninterruptible Power
Supply
(e)man-made
(f)printing
(g)keys
(h)washing machine
(i)Central Processing Unit
(j)smart machine

Answer in one word.
(i)

1X10=10

1x10=10

Name a smart machine.

Ans. _____________________________
(ii)

What can we listen to on a computer?

Ans. _____________________________
(iii)

What makes our work easy?

Ans. _____________________________
(iv)

Name a device used to take photographs.

Ans. _____________________________
(v)

What can we solve on the computer?
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Ans. _____________________________
(vi)

Which part of the computer has many buttons?

Ans. _____________________________
(vii) Name the device which looks like a real mouse.
Ans. _____________________________
(viii) Name the part of the computer where we can
watch movies.
Ans. _____________________________
(ix)

Name the device with which we can listen to
sound which is played on a computer.

Ans. _____________________________
(x)

Which device is used for printing information on
paper?

Ans. _____________________________
5.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

1x5=5
Circle the correct answer.
A computer is a very slow / fast machine.
We can type / sing poems and stories on a
computer.
A computer is made up of several / three parts.
The mouse / CPU is the brain of the computer.
UPS keeps the computer working for sometime /
no time even after a power cut.
=================================
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CODE-A
BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL
EVALUATION-1 [2021-2022]
MORAL VALUE
CLASS - I
TIME: 1 ½ Hrs.
Maximum Marks : 50
===============================================
NAME:____________________________ SEC: ___ ROLL NO.____
1.

Fill in the blanks:
i

Yaku never ____________ his hands before
eating.

ii

We should __________ God for his creations.

iii

Yaku was extremely __________and _________.

iv

Even when we fail, God _________ us.

v

Yaku’s mother taught him the importance of
_______________.

vi

God has _____________ us with many things.

vii

Yaku’s _____________ were planning for the
party.

viii

We must ___________ and take care of all that
we have.

ix

Nature is full of ______________ surprises.

1x10=10
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2

Match the following:

1x10=10

i

king

a. painting

ii

value

b. new colour box

iii

people appreciate

c.to play

iv

everyone loves

d.please

v

mother told

e.minister

vi

trustworthy

f.early to bed

vii

magical word

g.polite people

viii

Chinky loves

h.modesty and humbleness

ix

father gave

i. time

x

favourite competition j. rude

3.

Answer in one word:
i

What is precious?

Ai

________________

ii

What did Yaku finally change?

Aii

________________

1x10=10
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iii

Who gave the king the magical words?

Aiii

________________

iv

What did Chinky love?

Aiv

________________

v

How was the king’s behavior?

Av

________________

vi

What is the name of our planet?

Avi

________________

vii

What were the friends planning?

Avii ________________
viii

What lesson did Chinky learn?

Aviii ________________
ix

What type of boy Yaku was?

Aix

________________

x

Whom should we thank for the light in our eyes?

Ax

________________
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4.

Write True or False:
i

Everyone likes shabby and unclean person.
____________

ii

We should stay healthy and happy.___________

iii

Yaku’s mother was worried that he will fall ill.
______________

iv

Yaku was an active boy. ___________

v

Yaku was always late for school. ___________

vi

We should cry over what we do not have.
_____________

vii

We should move along our path.
_____________

viii

The name of our planet is Earth. ___________

ix

We should thank God for the light in our eyes.
______________

x

Nature is full of harmful animals.___________

5

Tick the correct answer:
i

After the king used the magical words,the servant
(smiled/was annoyed).

ii

The keys to everyone’s heart are (courtesy and

1x10=10

1x10=10
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good manners/power and wealth).
iii

No one respected the king because he was (rude/
polite).

iv

When the servant served the tea,the king said,
(‘Thank you/Go away’).

v

The king discussed the problem with his oldest
and most trustworthy(minister/friend).

vi

Chinky often involved herself in (games/studies)
for long hours.

vii

Going (late/early) to school became Chinky’s
habit.

viii

Chinky was a good (painter/dancer).

ix

Chinky learnt the lesson of (cleanliness/
punctuality)

x

There was a (drawing/singing) competition in
Chinky’s class.
=====================================
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CODE : A
BURNPUR RIVERSIDE SCHOOL
EVALUATION -1 (2021-2022)
BENGALI
CLASS -1
1
TIME ALLOWED - 1 /2 HRS
MAXIMUM MARKS -40
Name__________________________ Sec__________ Roll No ___
SECTION – A
Ƶɬ ও উȑর
১ﵞ

ডােল িক আেছ ?
উঃ

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

২ﵞ

ĺক চাল আেন ?
উঃ

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
ĺক বেন ফু ল পােড় ?

৩ﵞ
উঃ

__________________________________

2x4=8

__________________________________
__________________________________
ঘাস ĺক কােট ?

৪ﵞ
উঃ

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
SECTION- B

1x3=3

হােতর ĺলখা ( িতন বার ĺলেখা)
আমার ফু ল খুব ভােলা লােগ।
১ﵞ

_______________________________________

২ﵞ

_______________________________________

৩ﵞ

_______________________________________
SECTION – C
িবপরীত শɆ ĺলেখা

১ﵞ

ভরা- ______________________________

২ﵞ

জাগা - ______________________________

1x5=5

৩ﵞ

রােত - _____________________________

৪ﵞ

আেছ - _____________________________

৫ﵞ

ঘের - ______________________________
িমল শɆ ĺলেখা

১ﵞ

ফল - _____________________________

২ﵞ

বেন - ______________________________

৩ﵞ

তাল - ______________________________

৪ﵞ

কাক - ______________________________

৫ﵞ

আজ - ______________________________
বণŪ বিসেয় শূনƟʆান পুরন কেরা

Ｉ ﵞ

মা _____________

২ﵞ

_____________র

৩ﵞ

থা_____________

৪ﵞ

ভা_____________

1x5=5

1x4=4

SECTION - D
মােন ĺলেখা
১ﵞ

বনময় - ___________________________

২ﵞ

ভয় - ___________________________

৩ﵞ

ĺদালা - ___________________________

৪ﵞ

বািত - ___________________________

৫ﵞ

ঘড়া - ___________________________
শূনƟʆান পূরণ কেরা

১ﵞ

বেন থােক ________________ﵞ

২।

আেলা হয় ĺগল _____________ﵞ

৩। জেল আেছ

1x5=5

1x5=5

____________ ফু ল ﵞ

৪ﵞ

ডােল আেছ _______________ﵞ

৫ﵞ

িতন ভাই িমেল

_____________ হেব ﵞ

সািজেয় ĺলেখা
১ﵞ

কাচা - _______________

২ﵞ

িঘিদ - ____________________

1x5=5

৩ﵞ

নাছা - ____________________

৪ﵞ

টাবা - ____________________

৫ﵞ

লফ - ____________________

